
A 1% increase 
in discount leads to 
an average operating 
margin reduction  
of 8.7%.

— McKinsey & Company

CAPTURE VALUE CONTENT

Business Challenge

How This Affects You

What if You Could...

Profit

Discount

Do your marketing assets and sales playbooks sound like everyone else’s? The main job of 
marketing and sales content is to move your prospect and customer along the buyer’s journey. 

But most content fails this basic litmus test in two ways: it’s neither distinctive or compelling 
enough to cause people to want to change. Nor is it different enough to create the necessary 
competitive separation from your competitors.

• Content that doesn’t generate sufficient business curiosity makes it difficult for you to 
access key decision makers.

• Salespeople unwitting negotiate against themselves by using the wrong messages.
• Salespeople repurpose their provocative sales models with existing customers, and 

threaten to chase them away.

• Develop content that provides a clear path to facilitate the decision-making process 
that rallies and aligns disparate parties?

• Motivate buyers with a compelling economic value proposition?
• Validate customers’ reasoning for buying you and justify whey they need to buy again—

and potentially spend more?



If... Then...
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What it is

What You Gain

Customer decision makers demand business insights that 
you can’t provide...

Your salespeople can’t pivot between multiple buyers across 
a client organization...

Your marketing content is written about how to acquire new 
customers, but not on how to retain them…

You need Corporate Visions’ 
Capture Value Content: a systematic 
content program designed to help 
you expand deal profitability and 
retain existing customers.

Corporate Visions’ Capture Value Content creates an interactive relationship with buyers and sellers 
by raising questions and ideas of interest and relevance to them. Through our approach, you’ll 
anchor your stories in the decision-making sciences, so you’ll tap into the hidden forces that shape 
the way buyers frame value and make choices.

Create Value Content includes a broad range marketing and sales enablement assets that tell your 
unique, differentiated story in terms buyers want to hear, including:

Infographic-Style case study   
A visual representation of statistics, data, and 
key points that captures attention during QBRs 
or other retention activities by illustrating 
success at a specific customer.

QBR Presentation  
A collection of slides combining simple text  
and visual storytelling elements that validates 
your successes at the client and highlights 
the risks and costs potentially associated with 
leaving you.

Interactive E-Book for Install Base  
An easy-to-consume, visually appealing thought 
leadership piece that serves as a high-level 
topic piece with an element of dialogue, and 
provides concise, valuable information and 
captures user data.

• The flexibility to package your unique Why Stay story into smaller, consumable assets in 
support of marketing campaigns.

• Content that better collects and articulates your business value to build senior-level buy-in.
• An inbound marketing function that can initiate meaningful, results-oriented conversations 

and drive better qualified, more engaged, more convertible leads.


